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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, a new logic with split pull-up (PUN) and pull-down (PDN) networks of static CMOS is presented. The
isolation is performed through a push-pull stage and an inner-feedback-interface. This causes two separated
outputs of PUN/PDN to have the same voltage in identical evaluating points. Therefore, delay of proposed logic is
less than CMOS. Maximum allowable load capacitance of proposed logic is increased. Adaptive-Body-Biasing
(ABB) is used during the run-time to change the transistor's effective-threshold-voltage in tradeoff for power
and delay. To show the effectiveness of the new logic, an 8-bit Ripple-Carry Adder (RCA), an 8-bit Wallace
multiplier and a 16-bit Carry-Look-Ahead Adder (CLA) are implemented and evaluated against, pseudo-static [1]
and static CMOS logics on 65 nm standard CMOS technology. Simulations show that proposed logic is 15 and 35%
faster than CMOS and pseudo-static, respectively. The proposed logic comes with 28% speedup over CMOS in
low-voltage region due to fewer series stages between supply voltage and ground nodes.

1. Introduction

High speed and low-power structures are significant topics in the VLSI
design domain. Growing portable devices increase the importance of
efficient energy-performance designs. The advancements in technology
shrinkage from one side and the expansion of mobile applications from
the other side emerge power consumption and delay as major focus of
attention in VLSI digital designs [2,3].

Sensitivity to noise, temperature and process variations increase the
trend of process scaling due to supply voltage reduction [4,5]. In order to
improve parameters like performance, power consumption and reli-
ability of the structures, new design methodologies must be studied and
evaluated [6–9].

The CMOS technology produces a noticeable development in the
semiconductors history [10]. CMOS logics are very robust achieving rail
to rail levels [11]. In static CMOS circuits, output connects to VDD or
ground by PUN and PDN. Inputs activate circuit and charge or discharge
the output capacitance, both networks have the same effect in operation
of the circuit and overall path from input to output affects the complexity
of output circuit.

Fig. 1 shows the supply voltage (VDD) and threshold voltage (VTH)
trends in future CMOS semiconductor process technology by changing

the size of a transistor in the last decade. The supply voltage (VDD) versus
threshold voltage (VTH) difference is reduced with trend of technology.
Large output capacitances with reduced supply voltage cause problems in
operation of the circuit. In static CMOS logic, an output node relates to
large stages that have many loading effects, therefore this structure suf-
fers from the ability to drive large capacitive loads. One solution to
improve the performance of static CMOS circuit is the isolation of the
output node from PUN and PDN. Therefore, new design structures have
been proposed for performance enhancement.

This structure is proposed in Ref. [14] works with low supply voltage
between one and two times the threshold voltage with high precision. In
this structure, threshold voltage (VTH) for device is greater (at least twice)
than the threshold voltage (VTH) required of gates when the conventional
structure is used; therefore, its leakage is intensely reduced. This struc-
ture has two identical and complementary signal paths for the generation
of signal at the entrance of the output stage. In this structure, noise
margin was increased, because of the upper VTH and unlike circuit
functional methods.

Several variations of logic, namely pseudo-static [1], Schmitt-trigger
logic [15], non-overlapping clocked All-N-logic [16] and bootstrapped
CMOS drivers [17,18], have been proposed to separate the input stage
from the output node. In pseudo-static [5], internal pulse logic is used for
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power consumption reduction. To achieve this goal, high to low and low
to high transitions are transferred by two different paths to output. The
outputs of the two paths are joint to form a single output. The input and

output of the gate are static signals, but the inner nodes have pulse
operation. Due to intermediate nodes act in pulsed mode, if the sizing of
transistors is not determined with care, the output of the circuit becomes
unstable. The third path of circuit was introduced in order to solve the
instability problem of the circuit. The advantage of the structure in
Ref. [1] is the ability of the user to adjust the transistor's effective
threshold voltage after construction for higher performance or lower
power consumption [19,20], as a run-time feature of VTMOS.

Nevertheless, the performance improvement is with higher power
dissipation and delay because of a higher operating cost. To decrease
these problems, we propose a new logic with higher-efficiency that can
drive larger capacitive-load than static CMOS circuit. The proposed
structure has minimum redundancy compared to static CMOS than pre-
viously proposed structures. The proposed logic enables robust logic
operation with minimized delay. Generally, conceptual model of the
proposed structure in this paper is shown in Fig. 2. In this model, input
data transmits to output node through two paths. The role of inner
feedback interface block is to control these paths.

The performance of the proposed logic style is evaluated through
implementation of an 8-bit ripple carry adder, 8-bit Wallace multiplier
and 16-bit carry look ahead adder in 65 nm technology and its compar-
ison to conventional static CMOS and pseudo-static structures. The ef-
fects of supply voltage reduction and temperature deviations in the delay
of the circuit are surveyed.

The reminder of this paper is prepared as follows: Section 2 in-
troduces the proposed logic. Section 3 surveys characterization of pro-
posed logic. In Section 4 important capabilities of proposed logic are
presented. Section 5 analyzes performance of proposed logic in com-
parison with previously proposed structures. Finally, Section 6 concludes
this paper.

2. Principle of operation and evaluation of proposed logic

2.1. Intra module pulse logic extension (IMPLE) logic- initial proposed
logic

The design style shown in this paper is according to the functional
model as shown in Fig. 2. In the proposed designs for increasing the

Fig. 1. Trend of supply voltage and threshold voltage scaling [12,13].

Fig. 2. Functional model of previously proposed structures.

Fig. 3. Functional model of IMPLE logic.

Fig. 4. The transition waveform for proposed structure, dashed arrows show the overall
delay for each input to output transition.
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